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Abstract: Doxorubicin (DOX), a recognized anticancer drug, forms stable associations with carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). CNTs when properly functionalized have the ability to anchor directly in cancer-
ous tumors where the release of the drug occurs thanks to the tumor slightly acidic pH. Herein, we
study the armchair and zigzag CNTs with Stone–Wales (SW) defects to rank their ability to encapsu-
late DOX by determining the DOX-CNT binding free energies using the MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA
methods implemented in AMBER16. We investigate also the chiral CNTs with haeckelite defects.
Each haeckelite defect consists of a pair of square and octagonal rings. The armchair and zigzag CNT
with SW defects and chiral nanotubes with haeckelite defects predict DOX-CNT interactions that
depend on the length of the nanotube, the number of present defects and nitrogen doping. Chiral
nanotubes having two haeckelite defects reveal a clear dependence on the nitrogen content with
DOX-CNT interaction forces decreasing in the order 0N > 4N > 8N. These results contribute to a
further understanding of drug-nanotube interactions and to the design of new drug delivery systems
based on CNTs.

Keywords: carbon nanotubes; Stone–Wales defects; haeckelite defects; doxorubicin encapsulation;
drug delivery system; binding free energies; noncovalent interactions; molecular dynamics

1. Introduction

Doxorubicin (DOX), an antineoplasic drug, approved for medical use by the FDA [1,2],
has been used for more than 40 years to combat various types of cancers despite the
cardiological risks associated with its use. Researchers at the Mayo Clinic [3] have reviewed
its mechanism of action and, mainly thanks to the work of Denard et al. and Zhang
et al. [4,5], have proposed two alternatives that explain its function. In one of them, DOX
would stabilize a complex formed by double-stranded DNA and topoisomerase, which
later it would cut both strands of DNA. The alternative is the production of a larger
quantity of ceramides which would produce the translocation of a CREB3L-1 protein from
the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgii apparatus. There, some proteases would break the
CREB3L-1 protein in such a way that its N-terminal fragment would be translocated to the
nucleus where it would direct the DNA transduction, to finally express p21 proteins, which
would be those that inhibit tumor growth. Other mechanisms of action of DOX reviewed
by Ferreira et al. consider the intercalation of DOX in nuclear DNA and mitochondrial
DNA, inhibition of topoisomerase-IIß, and epigenetic factors that involve methylation and
deacetylation reactions [6].

In order to increase drug bioavailability and avoid its adverse effects, several types
of drug carriers have been used, among which carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have shown
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to form stable associations with DOX [7]. However, CNTs also exhibit some toxicity
problems [8–11]. Fortunately, CNTs can be functionalized with fragments to increase their
water solubility, which prevents them from being deposited as agglomerates in the body.
Under certain conditions of concentration and purity CNTs are non-toxic [12]. Additionally,
the functionalization of the CNTs facilitates the anchoring of the nanotubes right in the
tumor to be attacked. The physicochemical and conductive properties of CNTs give them a
versatility of applications in various fields such as electronics, photonics, catalysts, drug
carriers, biotechnology, bone tissue engineering and others [13–15].

In the current work we are interested in the ability of CNTs to adsorb drugs and
transport them to the target site. It is important to determine the structural parameters
that facilitate the DOX-CNT association and to allow the development of strong DOX-CNT
intermolecular interaction forces, which help to inhibit the drug from being released before
reaching its target. Once there, the acidic pH of the tumor environment causes the release
of the drug. Indeed, several studies show experimentally that DOX release is favored at
pH of 5 or less [16–19], which is also demonstrated at a theoretical level [20].

Another technologically important characteristic of CNTs is their chirality which sig-
nificantly modify their conductive properties. For example, armchair (n, n) nanotubes
are conductive while zigzag (n, 0) and chiral (n, m) nanotubes are semiconductors ex-
cept when the value of the difference (n −m) is a multiple of 3, since nanotubes become
conductive [21–24]. The diameter of the nanotube has also been shown to be an impor-
tant structural point since, depending on the diameter, the degree of curvature of the
nanotube can be controlled, which seems to be a decisive factor in the stability of the
DOX-CNT associations.

As can be deduced, the chirality and the diameter of the nanotubes are properties
that determine their behavior and also the presence of structural defects which can change
the chirality [25]. The carbon rings of the nanotube that differ from the hexagons are
called defects, and depending on their ordering and distribution in the nanotube they
confer different properties. For example, the five- and seven-membered rings, when
distributed around the perimeter of the nanotube, constitute defects called bumpy. If they
are distributed axially in the nanotube they are called zipper defects [26]. Other four-
membered rings, along with eight-membered rings, are called haeckelite defects [22,27].
These defects are formed by the addition of two carbon atoms or ad-dimers. However, there
are other defects that are formed by rearrangement of their bonds, such as the Stone–Wales
defects formed by a pair of rings of five and eight members [28].

The presence of some of these defects has significant technological importance. For
example, zigzag nanotubes in the presence of ad-dimers can induce plastic transformations
in a material that would otherwise be brittle [29]. Chiral nanotubes stand out, which in
the presence of bumpy defects considerably increase their conductivity over armchair and
zigzag nanotubes according to DFT studies considering dispersion-corrected B3LYP-D3
functional [30]. Zigzag nanotubes that contain bumpy defects show greater conductive
ability and capacity to be reduced [30]; nitrogen doping increases the conductive ability
of armchair nanotubes [30]. In addition, armchair nanotubes with bumpy defects notably
increase their ability to adsorb hydrogen with very convenient hydrogen adsorption energy
values, for their use in the management of clean energy [30].

CNTs form stable associations with doxorubicin [7]. Various theoretical and molecular
dynamics studies predict a high capacity of CNTs as carriers [20,31–36] and several molec-
ular dynamics studies of functionalized DOX-CNT systems with various organic groups
have contributed to the study of DOX loading and release [37–43]. Although there are
several works on the adsorption of DOX in CNT, there are no studies that report on the op-
timal structure that a nanotube should have to behave as a DOX nanocarrier. The situation
is complicated because there are also no experimental data available on the formation and
characterization of DOX-CNT complexes and the determination of their DOX-CNT binding
energies. For non-functionalized nanotubes, Wang and Xu [20], systematically studied
the adsorption and encapsulation of DOX in armchair nanotubes of different diameters,
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using the theoretical methods PM6-DH2 and M06-2X in the ONIOM scheme and found
that the diameter of the nanotube at which the best DOX encapsulation occurred was 14
Å and corresponded to (10,10) armchair nanotubes. This same behavior was confirmed
through a study of molecular dynamics for armchair, zigzag and chiral nanotubes, finding
that the strongest DOX-CNT interactions were produced for 14 Å in diameter nanotubes,
regardless of chirality [32]. A different situation occurs in the presence of defects in the
nanotube. In the case of bumpy defects, a dependence on chirality is observed, since
armchair nanotubes with bumpy defects present weaker DOX-CNT interactions than arm-
chair nanotubes without defects. In contrast, bumpy defects in chiral nanotubes favor the
DOX-CNT interaction [32].

Several methods of synthesis of CNTs have been reviewed [44]. However, there is
a lack of comparative systematic experimental antecedents on this issue, which makes it
possible to pose as a valid hypothesis for a theoretical study that the presence of defects in
the nanotube, the type and number of defects and their position, also modify the DOX-CNT
association properties, along with the chirality and size of the nanotube.

The previous antecedents also lead us to investigate if there is a general trend for
some type of nanotube, for example, with chirality or type of defect that accounts for the
degree of DOX-CNT association. Our research questions include: (i) how does structural
or nitrogen doping defects affect the ability of CNTs as drug carriers, in this case, DOX. (ii)
Is the effect produced by the defects the same, regardless of the chirality and the size of the
nanotube? (iii) Is there any type of defect that has better characteristics than the others?
(iv) How does it affect the number of defects present?

In this work DOX-CNT binding energies are determined for chiral nanotubes with
haeckelite defects (with rings of 4 and 8 carbon atoms) and for armchair and zigzag
nanotubes with Stone–Wales defects (SW), by means of the MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA
methods implemented in the AMBER program of molecular dynamics.

2. Results

Below are the results obtained by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for DOX
encapsulation systems in chiral CNTs with haeckelite (Hk) defects and also in armchair
and zigzag CNTs with Stone–Wales (SW) defects. The Hk defects consist of a pair of rings
of 4 and 8 members each, while the SW defects are made up of a pair of rings of 5 and 7
members each, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Representation of carbon nanotube structural defects and their C–C bond distances in Å.
(a) haeckelite defect; (b) Stone–Wales defect.

2.1. Chiral Nanotubes with Hk Defects

Chiral nanotubes Ch(13,08) with one Hk defect (named Hk1) and two Hk defects
(named Hk2) having 0N, 4N and 8N were studied considering different initial positions of
the DOX: in the region of the defect (D), in the regular region of the nanotube (R) (there
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are no defects in that area) with the DOX NH2 group pointing towards the center of the
nanotube (v1 orientation) or to the inverse direction (v2 orientation) as shown in Figure 2
for Hk2 chiral nanotubes. Other additional DOX orientations refer to Hk1 nanotubes:
when the DOX NH2 group is oriented in a direction proximal to the defect (p) or is in the
direction opposite to the defect (o) as shown in Figure 3.
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(a) v1 orientation; (b) v2 orientation. Lateral views.
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Figure 3. The encapsulated DOX orientations into a chiral nanotube having one haeckelite de-
fect. (a) Hk1-DoxDIn.v1p; the DOX NH2 group is oriented in a direction proximal to the defect;
(b) Hk1-DoxDIn.v1o; the DOX NH2 group is oriented in an opposite direction. Lateral and frontal
views shown.

2.1.1. Chiral Nanotubes with HK1 Defects

For chiral nanotubes with Hk1 defects (Hk1 chiral nanotubes), the results predict a
similar behavior for both undoped, 0N, and nitrogen doped nanotubes having 4N and
8N. In all three cases, the DOX-CNT interaction is favored when the DOX is located in the
defect area with the NH2 group pointing towards the center of the nanotube (v1 orientation)
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in the proximal direction close to the defect as shown in Table 1 (runs 2, 10 and 18 for
0N, 4N and 8N, respectively) with Poisson–Boltzman (PB) binding energies of −102, −99
and −102 kcal/mol, respectively. Coherently, most of these systems exhibit equilibrium
distances with values between 3.2 and 3.6 Å evidencing stronger DOX-CNT interactions
which are favored by the orientation of the DOX that facilitates the NH-π interaction. In
Figure 4 the initial conformation of the Ch(13,08)8N-Hk1-DoxDIn.v1p complex is shown
together with the final conformations after 2 ns of MD simulation and after 100 ns. It is
observed that DOX does not move towards the regular part of the nanotube but interacts
with the defect and as a result, in that area, there is a significant deformation of the nanotube.
These results obtained for chiral nanotubes show the same behavior as was reported for
armchair nanotubes with more favorable DOX-CNT interactions for systems in which
DOX is located in the defect region and when it is oriented with its nitrogen atom directed
towards the center of the nanotube. However, armchair nanotubes having one haeckelite
defect exhibit DOX-CNT binding energies that are more exothermic suggesting stronger
DOX-CNT interactions [33].

Table 1. DOX-CNT Poisson–Boltzman (PB) and generalized bond (GB) binding energies (in kcal/mol)
for the nitrogen doped and undoped chiral nanotubes (34 Å length) having one haeckelite defect,
Hk1, considering encapsulated system. dp-NT are the distances from the DOX anthraquinonic plane
to the nanotube wall; dN-NT is the distance from the DOX nitrogen atom to the nanotube wall. All
distances are expressed in Å.

Run Type 1 PB GB dp-NT dN-NT

1 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1o −78 −77 3.7 3.7
2 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1p −102 −104 3.6 3.5
3 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2o −79 −80 3.6 3.9
4 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2p −85 −87 3.8 3.6
5 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1o −78 −77 3.4 3.1
6 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1p −80 −80 3.4 3.6
7 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2o −79 −78 3.8 4.9
8 Ch(13,08)0N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2p −80 −80 3.5 3.2
9 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1o −77 −76 3.5 3.4

10 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1p −99 −102 3.4 3.3
11 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2o −78 −80 3.8 3.9
12 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2p −79 −80 3.4 3.0
13 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1o −77 −77 3.6 4.0
14 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1p −79 −81 3.6 3.5
15 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2o −78 −79 4.2 4.6
16 Ch(13,08)4N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2p −79 −80 3.5 3.2
17 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1o −78 −79 3.6 3.5
18 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxDIn.v1p −102 −104 3.4 3.2
19 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2o −78 −79 3.8 3.6
20 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxDIn.v2p −78 −79 3.4 3.4
21 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1o −79 −80 3.4 3.4
22 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxRIn.v1p −81 −81 3.6 3.4
23 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2o −73 −76 3.5 3.2
24 Ch(13,08)8N-HK1-DoxRIn.v2p −81 −82 3.5 3.1

1 DoxD means DOX position is in the defect zone; DoxR is for the DOX in the regular part of the nanotube; v1
means the nitrogen atom of the DOX is oriented towards the center of the tube; v2 indicates the inverse orientation;
v1p indicates that the DOX nitrogen atom is located in a proximal space regarding the defect meanwhile v1o is
used to indicate that the DOX nitrogen atom is located in an opposite space regarding the defect as shown in
Figure 3.

DOX-CNT systems, doped with 4N and containing Hk1 defect exhibit quite similar
DOX-CNT PB binding energy values between−79 and−77 kcal/mol, probably accounting
for an electronic distribution that interacts with the drug in a similar way regardless of DOX
position and orientation. This could be due to the arrangement of nitrogen atoms which
are part of two pyrimidine rings placed opposite each other on the walls of the nanotube.
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2.1.2. Chiral Nanotubes with Hk2 Defects

Carbon nanotube diameter effect. The nitrogen doped and undoped Hk2 chiral (13,08)
CNTs of 14 Å diameter and 19 Å length showed better DOX-CNT PB and GB binding
energies than the corresponding Hk2 chiral (13,10) CNTs of 16 Å diameter (calculated with
RESP charges for DOX) as shown in Figure 5. This was an expected result considering
PM6-DH2 and M06-2X theoretical calculations in the scheme of ONIOM for the DOX
encapsulation in armchair CNTs without defects [20], and also molecular dynamics studies
on armchair, zigzag and chiral nanotubes with reported values of 14 Å as an optimal
value of the nanotube diameter for encapsulating the DOX [32]. A diameter of 14 Å
allows the proper curvature of the nanotube for the formation of different attractive and
complementary non-covalent interactions between the nanotube and the DOX that stabilize
the entire system which is also fulfilled in this case of nanotubes containing two haeckelite
defects in their structure.

Hk2 chiral nanotubes of diameter 14 Å exhibit less favorable DOX-CNT PB binding
energies for nitrogen doped nanotubes in the order 0N > 4N > 8N with values of −101,
−97 and −74 kcal/mol, respectively (see Figure 5), which predicts stronger DOX-CNT
interactions for undoped Hk2 chiral (13,08) nanotubes. These values were calculated using
RESP charges for DOX. RESP (restrained electrostatic potential) approach to derive partial
charges has been reported as having a lower average error than MM3 and CHARMm in a
study considering 55 molecules [45]. Mean SD for the PB binding energy values between
2.6 and 3.2 kcal/mol and between 2.6 and 3.1 kcal/mol for the GB binding energy values
were observed, being in all cases less than 4.2%.
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Carbon nanotube length and DOX pose effects. Longer Hk2 chiral nanotubes (34 Å
length) exhibit more exothermic DOX-CNT PB binding energy values than Hk2 chiral
nanotubes of 19 Å length, for both nitrogen doped and undoped nanotubes. For the
undoped nanotubes (0N) and those doped with 4N, a clear preference of the DOX for the
nanotube defect zone is shown with DOX-CNT PB binding energy values of −109 and
−104 kcal/mol, respectively (runs 1 and 5, Table 2). When the DOX is in the regular zone of
the nanotube, no significant differences are observed between the v1 or v2 orientations of
the DOX. However, in cases where the DOX is initially located in the defect zone, stronger
interactions are predicted for v1 DOX orientation for both undoped and 4N doped systems
as shown in Table 2 (runs 1 vs. 2 and 5 vs. 6).
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Table 2. Poisson–Boltzman (PB) and generalized bond (GB) binding energies (in kcal/mol) for the
nitrogen doped and undoped chiral nanotubes (34 Å length) having two haeckelite defects, Hk2,
considering encapsulated system. dp-NT are the distances from the DOX anthraquinonic plane to the
nanotube wall; dN-NT is the distance from the DOX nitrogen atom to the nanotube wall. All distances
are expressed in Å.

Run Type 1 PB GB dp-NT dN-NT

1 Ch(13,08)0N-HK2-DoxDin.v1 −109 −112 3.4 3.4
2 Ch(13,08)0N-HK2-DoxDin.v2 −82 −83 3.7 3.4
3 Ch(13,08)0N-HK2-DoxRin.v1 −80 −79 3.3 3.4
4 Ch(13,08)0N-HK2-DoxRin.v2 −79 −79 3.2 4.8
5 Ch(13,08)4N-HK2-DoxDin.v1 −104 −108 3.5 4.3
6 Ch(13,08)4N-HK2-DoxDin.v2 −82 −83 3.8 3.5
7 Ch(13,08)4N-HK2-DoxRin.v1 −79 −78 4.1 3.4
8 Ch(13,08)4N-HK2-DoxRin.v2 −80 −80 3.3 3.5
9 Ch(13,08)8N-HK2-DoxDin.v1 −80 −78 3.4 3.3

10 Ch(13,08)8N-HK2-DoxDin.v2 −87 −89 3.6 3.2
11 Ch(13,08)8N-HK2-DoxRin.v1 −80 −80 3.6 3.3
12 Ch(13,08)8N-HK2-DoxRin.v2 −80 −79 3.8 3.7

1 DoxD means DOX position is in the defect zone; DoxR is for the DOX in the regular part of the nanotube; v1
means the nitrogen atom of the DOX is pointing towards the center of the tube; v2 indicates the inverse orientation.

The best system for DOX encapsulation in Hk2 chiral nanotubes is therefore Ch(13,08)0N-
HK2-DoxDIn.v1 (run 1, Table 2) with the DOX in the defect region and v1 orientation
(with the nitrogen pointing towards the center of the nanotube). In this conformation,
the formation of the non-covalent DOX-CNT interactions is facilitated, which are mainly
constituted by π–π stacking interactions complemented by NH-π, CH-π, C=O-π and van
der Waals interactions [20,31,46]. Figure 6 shows the non-covalent interactions for the most
favorable case with the DOX in the area of the nanotube defect (a large green surface is
observed) and as a comparison, the same nanotube with the DOX encapsulated in the
regular area (less green regions and more red regions are observed), with PB DOX-CNT
binding energy values of −109 and −80 kcal/mol, respectively (runs 1 and 3, Table 2). A
program specially developed for the visualization of non-covalent interactions (NCI) was
used [47].

Under similar MD simulation conditions but considering RESP charges for DOX, Hk2
chiral (13,08) nanotubes (−101 kcal/mol, Figure 5) predict stronger DOX-CNT interactions
than reported Hk2 armchair (10,10) nanotube (−83.4 kcal/mol) with the encapsulated DOX
located in the defect zone in v1 orientation [33]. Hk2 chiral nanotubes predict stronger
DOX-CNT interactions than reported Hk2 zigzag (18,0) nanotubes which exhibit values of
DOX-CNT PB binding energies of −78.7 kcal/mol for undoped nanotubes [33]. The three
types of CNTs in comparison have diameters of 14 Å. In this way, in terms of chirality and
according to the indicated results, Hk2 nanotubes exhibit the following order of ability
to encapsulate the DOX: chiral > armchair > zigzag, despite chiral nanotubes are shorter
than zigzag and armchair nanotubes (19 vs. 34 Å length). The enhanced ability of chiral
nanotubes with respect to other nanotubes to encapsulate DOX was reported also for
perfect CNTs through MD simulation studies considering RESP charges for DOX [32].
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2.2. Nanotubes with Stone–Wales Defects

The encapsulation of the DOX was studied in armchair and zigzag nanotubes that
have one and two Stone–Wales defects (SW1 and SW2, respectively) as shown in Figure 7.
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2.2.1. SW1 and SW2 Armchair Nanotubes

Armchair (10,10) nanotubes of 20 Å and 34 Å in length having Stone–Wales defects
were studied, which showed different behaviors in DOX encapsulation. The shorter
nanotubes (20 Å length) exhibit a significant stronger interaction with the DOX in two
situations: (i) when they are of the SW2 type (with two defects, doped and undoped)
in comparison with SW1 nanotubes and (ii) when they are doped with 4N (SW1 and
SW2) as is clearly depicted in Figure 8a. Nitrogen doped SW1 and SW2 armchair (10,10)
nanotubes of 20 Å length predict stronger interactions with the DOX than corresponding
longer SW1 and SW2 nanotubes of 34 Å in length as shown in Figure 8 particularly for 4N
doped nanotubes.
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In contrast, longer SW1 armchair nanotubes predict somewhat stronger interactions
than longer SW2 armchair nanotubes the difference being more significant for the un-
doped SW1 and SW2 nanotubes with PB DOX-CNT binding energy values of −105 and
−80 kcal/mol for, respectively, with DOX v1 orientation, and for DOX v2 orientation −92
vs. −81 kcal/mol, respectively, as shown in Figure 8b.

The most exothermic PB DOX-CNT binding energy with a value of −110 kcal/mol
correspond to the shorter 4N-doped SW2 armchair nanotube which predicts the stronger
DOX-CNT interactions. In the shorter SW2 armchair nanotubes the DOX is symmetrically
located and can interact with both of the two defects which favors DOX-CNT interactions.
Meanwhile for shorter SW1 armchair nanotubes the DOX interacts with just one defect
only. In contrast, the less exothermic PB DOX-CNT binding energies correspond to longer
SW1 and SW2 armchair nanotubes with values between −92 and −80 kcal/mol. The only
exception is the longer SW1 armchair nanotube where the DOX is in the v1 orientation
showing a PB binding energy of −105 kcal/mol. Figure S1 (Supplementary Materials)
clearly shows the differences in relative DOX-CNT binding energies. For short nanotubes
(20 Å long), SW2 exhibits more exothermic DOX-CNT binding energies than SW1, with 4N
doping predicting the strongest DOX-CNT interactions. Within the long nanotubes (34 Å
long) the most exothermic DOX-CNT binding energies correspond to the undoped SW1
nanotubes with v1 orientation. In Figure 9 its initial structure is shown and also at 2 ns
and 74 ns of simulation where a probable double π–π interaction of the DOX with the two
opposite walls of the nanotube is appreciated which generates a significant deformation
of the nanotube in addition to its NH-π interaction with the DOX amino group that helps
stabilize the system. In the longer nanotubes, the DOX interacts with the regular part of
the nanotube also. Apparently the interactions DOX-Stone–Wales defects are stronger than
the interactions DOX-regular CNTs.
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Figure 9. Representation of encapsulated DOX-CNT complex for undoped armchair nanotube with
one Stone–Wales defect, A(10,10)0N-SW1-DoxDIn.v1 at different molecular dynamics simulation
times. (a) 0 ns; (b) 2 ns; (c) 74 ns. Two lateral and frontal views shown.

2.2.2. SW1 and SW2 Zigzag Nanotubes

Zigzag (18,0) nanotubes of 20 Å in length and 14 Å diameter having one and two Stone–
Wales defects were studied. In Figure 10 the PB and GB DOX-CNT binding energies are
shown for undoped nanotubes and for nanotubes doped with 4 and 8 nitrogen atoms.
It is observed that both types of binding energies show the same tendency (as was also
observed in Figure 5 for chiral nanotubes) and that undoped zigzag nanotubes predict
stronger DOX-CNT interactions than doped ones, both with one or two SW defects.

Zigzag nanotubes having one SW defect (SW1) exhibit stronger DOX-CNT inter-
actions than those having two SW defects (SW2). This behavior is more significant for
nanotubes doped with 4 nitrogen atoms. Structurally, the presence of 4N means that
there are two pyrimidine rings in the nanotube. Zigzag nanotubes with a SW1 defect
doped with 8 nitrogen atoms (have four pyrimidine rings in the nanotube) show weaker
DOX-CNT interactions than in the case of nanotubes doped with 4N. Undoped SW1 and
SW2 nanotubes show similar DOX-CNT PB binding energies of −102 and −100 kcal/mol,
respectively. Apparently DOX accommodates better in a space with SW defects but free
from the influence of the nitrogen electron cloud. No great difference is observed between
the DOX-CNT binding energies obtained for undoped SW1 and SW2 nanotubes and those
for SW1 nanotubes doped with 4N with a PB binding energy of −101 kcal/mol; but for
4N-doped SW2 nanotubes, the DOX-CNT PB binding energy decreases significantly to
−78 kcal/mol (probably DOX is prevented from accommodating in a narrower space). The
same effect is observed when SW1 zigzag nanotubes doped with 4N are compared with
those doped with 8N (−101 kcal/mol vs. −82 kcal/mol). Mean SD for the PB binding
energy values ranged between 2.7 and 4.0 kcal/mol and between 2.9 and 4.1 kcal/mol for
the PB and GB binding energy values, respectively, being in all cases less than 4%. Figure S2
(Supplementary Materials) clearly shows the DOX-CNT relative binding energies with
respect to the non-doped nanotubes. SW1 nanotubes have more exothermic DOX-CNT
binding energies than SW2. Furthermore, the non-doped SW1 nanotubes exhibit DOX-CNT
binding energy values not very distant from the 4N-doped nanotubes, being the 8N-doped
nanotubes the ones with the least favorable binding energies.
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The equilibrium distances dp-NT between the DOX anthraquinonic planar part and
the nanotube wall ranged between 3.3 and 3.7 Å and the equilibrium distances d′p-NT
between the same DOX planar part and the nanotube wall in the opposite direction it
ranged between 3.8 and 3.9 Å for cases having DOX-CNT PB binding energy between−100
and−102 kcal/mol. On the other hand, for cases with PB binding energy between−78 and
−82 kcal/mol, the distances d′p-NT ranged between 7.6 and 8.2 Å. So, for binding energies
that predict strongest DOX-CNT interactions, a deformation of the nanotube is observed,
which can also be seen in Figures 4 and 9 for chiral and armchair nanotubes, respectively,
probably due principally to a double π−π stacking between the DOX anthraquinonic planar
rings and both of the opposite CNT walls, and DOX-CNT van der Waals interactions. The
equilibrium dN-NT distances between the DOX nitrogen atom and the nanotube inner wall
exhibit values between 3.3 and 4.0 Å regardless of the value of the binding energies.

3. Discussion

It is interesting to find out how the structural parameters of nanotubes affect the
relative DOX-CNT binding energies which could allow us to infer about the DOX-CNT
interactions for nanotubes of different types. The aim is to predict nanotube structures
that can develop more exothermic binding energies; that is, that produce more favorable
DOX-CNT interactions, without fear that the desorption of the drug be difficult since the
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acidic pH existing in the tumor environment facilitates protonation and release of the drug,
which has been verified in different systems [14–17,38].

In the present work, it was found that a diameter of 14 Å favors the DOX-CNT
interaction for Hk2 chiral nanotubes, in agreement with works reported for other defect-
free nanotubes [20,32]. Furthermore, it was found that the strength of the DOX-CNT
interaction decreases as the number of doping nitrogen atoms increases (0N > 4N > 8N).
This relative trend was found both for long Hk2 chiral nanotubes (33 Å length) using
Mulliken charges for DOX, as well as for short Hk2 chiral nanotubes (19 Å length) using
RESP charges for DOX. However, using similar simulation conditions, Hk1 and Hk2
armchair and zigzag nanotubes (33 Å length) showed that nitrogen-doped systems had
more favorable binding energies than non-doped ones [33]. Chirality shows to be an
important parameter that controls the effect of the presence of nitrogen in the nanotube,
modifying the distribution of electron density and therefore the DOX-CNT interactions in
such a way that the presence of nitrogen in the chiral nanotubes destabilizes the association
DOX-CNT unlike of what happens in armchair and zigzag nanotubes.

The initial poses of the DOX in the CNT proved to be important, finding better interac-
tions for chiral nanotubes when the DOX is located in the defect part, oriented in such a way
that its nitrogen atom points towards the center of the nanotube and is close to the defect.
Apparently, this conformation favors π–π, van der Waals interactions and also electrostatic
interactions of the NH-π, OH-π, C=O-π type as was observed in Figure 6. These DOX-CNT
interactions in the cases of more electronegative binding energies translate into a significant
deformation of the nanotube, as observed in Figures 4 and 9 with PB binding energies of
−102 and −105 kcal/mol, for chiral and armchair nanotubes, respectively, which could be
explained by the π–π interaction of the flat anthraquinonic system of the DOX with both
opposite walls of the nanotube. The deformation of the nanotube has been observed in
other MD simulation works [32,33], and also in works carried out using the PM6-DH2 and
M06-2X methods [20].

On the other hand, the short SW2 armchair nanotubes (20 Å length) showed better
DOX-CNT binding energies than the long SW2 armchair nanotubes (34 Å length). Although
the short SW2 armchair nanotubes showed more exothermic DOX-CNT binding energies
than the respective short SW1 armchair nanotubes, this trend did not hold for the long
armchair nanotubes.

In contrast, the short SW1 zigzag nanotubes showed more exothermic DOX-CNT
binding energies than the short SW2 zigzag nanotubes. For the SW1 and SW2 zigzag
nanotubes it was found that the strength of the DOX-CNT interactions decreased in the
presence of nitrogen in the order 0N > 4N > 8N, in a similar way to that shown by the Hk2
chiral nanotubes. Nitrogen-doped SW1 armchair and zigzag nanotubes showed stronger
DOX-CNT interactions than the respective Hk2 chiral nanotubes.

There is a lack of experimental studies on the determination of DOX-CNT binding
energies. Only one estimation is known in an aqueous system, of about 11.5 kcal/mol
for DOX-CNT complexes 100 nm long and 2 to 3 nm in diameter [19]. However, the
formation of stable DOX-CNT conjugates has been determined experimentally, verified by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images, using
single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) with diameter 1–1.5 nm and a few hundred nanometers
long, purchased from ILJIN Co., Inc., Korea. [7]. In none of these cases is the chirality of
the nanotube or the presence of defects specified.

It is not easy to confront theoretical studies that depend on a variety of factors, such
as, in the field of molecular dynamics, the assignment of the type of atom involved in the
consideration of the bonded and non-bonded parameters, or the definition of dihedrals
and other interpretations of the description of the force field used [48].

The method used in the present work is very useful to obtain the DOX-CNT bonding
energy values since it is comparatively fast and reproducible. Its calculation is based on
the MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA approaches starting from the equilibrium energy values
obtained through molecular dynamics simulation. Although the calculation does not
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consider the translational entropy (huge computational cost), it has been shown that it does
provide adequate values of the relative binding energies, which have been experimentally
validated in biological systems [49,50] and it has recently been reported that when the
MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA are used together with empirical corrections, they allow better
experimental correlations [51].

DOX-CNT binding energies for the encapsulation of DOX on the walls of armchair
nanotubes without defects at the PM6-DH2 level, in aqueous solution, showed values
between −51.6 and −53.7 kcal/mol as a function of diameter [20].

As a reference, the nitrosamine adsorption free energy on open-ended Stone–Wales
defective (5,5) armchair nanotube calculated by DFT methods at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory showed a value of −137.14 kcal/mol [52]. DOX-CNT binding free energy
values obtained by the MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA methods for (10,10) armchair nanotubes
without defects were −43 kcal/mol for DOX adsorption and fluctuated between −109 and
−90 kcal/mol for DOX encapsulation [32]. For (10,10) armchair nanotubes with bumpy
defects they ranged between −96 and −83 kcal/mol. (10,10) armchair nanotubes with
haeckelite defects ranged from −104 to −80 kcal/mol depending on the number of defects
and the presence of nitrogen [33].

Interestingly, although the DOX-CNT binding free energy values previously reported
by us using the current methodology [32], are far from the values calculated by Wang and
Xu [20] by means of PM6-DH2 and M06-2X methods, in both works, after a systematic
study, it was found that the best nanotube diameter for encapsulate the DOX is 14 Å. This
fact, together with the deformation of the nanotube observed with both methods means
that the behavior and ability ranking of the nanotubes to associate with DOX coincides in
both works, so it could be considered as an indirect validation of the use of the MM/PBSA
and MM/GBSA methods to predict the DOX-CNT binding free energies for different
nanotube structures.

The binding energy calculations are very useful to study molecular interactions, com-
plex stability, getting information necessary for drug design, carrier design, inhibitor
design, etc. The methods that allow obtaining the most accurate values are expensive in
computational time and resources. Semi-empirical methods have been found to allow a
good level of accuracy when compared to experimental measurements, and to be rela-
tively fast and of low computational cost. The prediction of binding energies through the
MM/PBSA approach increases in efficiency and accuracy when using the partial charges of
the ligand determined by semi-empirical methods. A study with 50 protein-ligand systems
revealed an excellent performance of the PM7 and AM1 systems, comparable to B3LYP
which requires a huge computational cost, reaching the conclusion that the semi-empirical
methods AM1 or PM7 provide partial charges of the proteins that help to improve the
prediction of binding energies through methods such as solvated interaction energy (SIE)
and MM/PBSA in a highly efficient and accurate way [53]. These results validate in some
way the use of AM1 in this work.

To summarize, the structural parameters that dominate the behavior of defective
nanotubes related to DOX encapsulation are interdependent and in order of importance,
from what is observed in this work, the following can be mentioned: chirality, diameter and
length of the nanotube; presence of nitrogen atoms as dopants; number of defects present
and type of defects. Additionally, the initial pose of the DOX in the nanotube also affects
the intermolecular attractive forces. We have found that the initial pose of DOX affects the
DOX-CNT binding energies and we have been able to clarify that DOX-CNT interactions
are favored when the DOX amino group points towards the center of the nanotube with an
orientation close to the defects. It would be interesting in a next stage to do a simulation
that considers different conformations of DOX.

As future work, we are doing research on chiral nanotubes with Stone–Wales defects.
However, based on the known simulation studies, which are not directly comparable, we
believe a global systematic approach is needed. This new comparable approach should
consider the best values reported for each system (and also some of the values found as
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unfavorable, for comparison) to perform the new simulations. To have a valid ranking of
CNTs activity, as drug carriers, with or without defects, at least two conditions should be
considered for the new simulations: (i) comparable structural parameters (for example,
same diameter, length and number of defects, including nitrogen); and (ii) comparable
simulation conditions (same version of the package of programs, same force field, type of
charges, type of solvation, among others). Due to the complexity and the high number
of variables, we believe that the use of Artificial Intelligence tools will be very useful to
improve the study of the design of new drug carriers and also for other related applica-
tions. Anyway, refinement of the results for the best systems found could be done using
simulation methods and conditions that guarantee greater accuracy.

4. Simulation Methods

The nanotubes were prepared as single-walled open nanotubes finished in hydro-
gen with the help of HyperTube [54] and Hyperchem [55] and optimized to the Austin
Model One (AM1) level. Chiral CNTs with one and two haeckelite defects (Hk1 and Hk2,
respectively) and also armchair and zigzag CNTs with one and two Stone–Wales defects
(SW1 and SW2, respectively) were prepared as shown in Figure 7. Molecular dynamics
simulations were performed with AMBER16 [56,57]. A program made at home was use
for the preparation of the necessary files and instructions to run the MD program [32].
The combined GAFF and ff99SB force fields were used. The DOX was optimized at the
level of HF/6-31G* for some specific cases, just to get the restrained electrostatic potential
(RESP) partial charges by using the antechamber AMBER program [45,58]. For the rest of
the structures the AM1-Mulliken charges were used. All the DOX-CNT complexes were
neutral systems, solvated in an explicit solvent, in a 10 Å octahedron water box using bondi
radii under periodic boundary conditions. TIP3P was used as water model.

Simulations were run after some steps of minimization (1000 stages) and heating (from
0 to 300 K), both at constant volume, density balance (50 ps) and equilibrium (500 ps) both
of them at constant pressure. Then, the production step consisting of six independent short
stages (250 ps each) at constant pressure was carried out. This procedure of using several
independent short simulations instead of a single long simulation has being recognized as
efficient and accurate [50,59]. In effect, as it is shown in Figure 4, a simulation performed
for 100 ns (using several short simulation) revealed similar energy and geometry results
than the simulation procedure with short stages as it was indicated above. The drug-
nanotube binding free energies were determined through the MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA
methods implemented in AMBER [56]. These methods were applied on an ensemble of
200 uncorrelated snapshots collected from the equilibrated molecular dynamics simulation
for calculating the Gibbs free energy difference of the solvated bound (GCNT-DOX) and
unbound states of the drug (GDOX) and nanotube (GCNT) molecules Equation (1).

∆G = GCNT-DOX − GCNT − GDOX (1)

Each of these terms were obtained according to Equation (2):

G = EvdW + Ebond + Eel + Epol + Enp − TS (2)

where EvdW (van der Waals), Ebond (bond, angle, dihedral) and Eel (electrostatic) are the
standard molecular mechanics (MM) energy terms; Epol (polar term) is calculated by solving
the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) or the generalized born (GB) equation; Enp (non-polar term)
is estimated from a linear relation with the solvent accessible surface area (SA); T is the
absolute temperature and S is the entropy term (estimated through a normal-mode analysis
of the vibrational frequencies). The fact that the binding free energies are calculated
without considering the translational entropy must be borne in mind when interpreting the
results. To obtain a good ranking of nanotube ability for encapsulating DOX based on the
DOX-CNT binding energy values this is a convenient method in terms of computational
resources, but not for obtaining absolute DOX-CNT binding energy values.
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5. Conclusions

The DOX-CNT binding energies calculated in this work allow us to establish interest-
ing trends such as:

• When using RESP charges, DOX encapsulation inside Hk2 nanotubes of 14 Å diam-
eter, predicts that the DOX-CNT attractive forces decrease in the following order of
nanotube chirality: chiral > armchair > zigzag in agreement with that reported in a
MD study under similar conditions, for defect-free nanotubes.

• Hk2 chiral nanotubes (short and long) favor DOX-CNT interactions which decrease in
the presence of nitrogen as a dopant in the order 0N > 4N > 8N.

• Short armchair nanotubes promote more favorable DOX-CNT interactions if they are
SW2; but long armchair nanotubes favor the DOX-CNT interactions if they are SW1.
When the DOX is located close to the defect, a better interaction occurs than when it is
located in the defect-free zone of the nanotube. The interaction is also improved if the
DOX nitrogen atom is close to the defect.

• Short SW1 zigzag nanotubes favor DOX-CNT interactions which decrease in the
presence of nitrogen as a dopant in the order 0N > 4N > 8N, like the Hk2 chiral nan-
otubes. SW1 zigzag nanotubes exhibit more exothermic DOX-CNT binding energies
than SW2 zigzag nanotubes. In both cases, the undoped SW defective zigzag nan-
otubes are predicted to exhibit stronger DOX-CNT interactions than corresponding
nitrogen-doped nanotubes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, Figure S1: DOX-CNT PB relative
binding energies for nitrogen-doped and undoped (10,10) armchair nanotubes of different length
having one and two Stone–Wales defects. (a) 20 Å length; reference: 4N doped SW2 nanotube with
−110 kcal/mol PB DOX-CNT binding energy; (b) 34 Å length; reference: 0N SW1 nanotube with
−105 kcal/mol PB DOX-CNT binding energy. Figure S2: Representation of the PB and GB DOX-CNT
relative binding energies for nitrogen-doped and undoped (18,0) zigzag nanotubes having one and
two Stone–Wales defects. (a) PB binding energy. Reference: 0N SW1 nanotube with−102 kcal/mol PB
DOX-CNT binding energy; (b) GB binding energy. Reference: 0N SW1 nanotube with −107 kcal/mol
GB DOX-CNT binding energy.
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